1. **PURPOSE**

1.1. To comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), as amended by the ADA Amendments Act of 2008 ("ADAAA"), 42 U.S.C. §§ 12101 et seq., the California Fair Employment and Housing Act ("FEHA"), Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12900 et seq., and any other applicable local, state and federal laws and regulations prohibiting employment discrimination against individuals with disabilities.

2. **SCOPE**

2.1. This Regulation shall apply to all City departments, boards, commissions, committees, task forces, and other duly constituted bodies and offices operated by the City of San Diego.

3. **DEFINITIONS**

3.1. *Qualified Individual with a Disability (Employment)* - A person who possesses the required skill, experience, education, certifications and other requirements of an employment position that he or she holds or seeks, and who can perform the *Essential Functions* of the position with or without *Reasonable Accommodation*.

3.2. *Disability* - The definition of a *Disability* shall be construed consistent with state and federal law and includes, but is not limited to, the following:

3.2.1. *Mental Disabilities* - A *Mental Disability* includes, any mental or psychological disorder or condition that limits a major life activity.
   a. A *Mental Disability* may include, but is not limited to: emotional or mental illness, intellectual or cognitive *Disability*, organic brain syndrome, specific learning disabilities, autism spectrum disorders, schizophrenia, and chronic or episodic conditions such as clinical depression, bipolar disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, and obsessive compulsive disorder.

3.2.2. *Physical Disabilities* - A *Physical Disability* may include any anatomical loss, cosmetic disfigurement, physiological disease, disorder or condition that affects a bodily system and limits a major life activity, and includes deafness, blindness, partially or completely missing limbs, mobility impairments, cerebral palsy, and
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chronic or episodic conditions such as HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, epilepsy, seizure disorder, diabetes, multiple sclerosis and heart disease.

3.2.3. **Medical Conditions** - A medical condition includes any health impairment related to, or associated with, a diagnosis of cancer or a record or history of cancer. **Medical Conditions** also include genetic characteristics.

3.2.4. The definition of a **Disability** includes having a record or history of, or being regarded as having, or having had a **Disability**, as defined by the ADA and FEHA. Impairments that require special education or related services may also be **Disabilities**. Whether an individual is limited in a major life activity shall be determined without regard to any mitigating measures (such as medications, assistive devices, prosthetics, or **Reasonable Accommodations**), unless the mitigating measure itself limits a major life activity.

3.3. **Reasonable Accommodation** - Modifications or adjustments that are (1) effective in enabling an applicant with a **Disability** to have an equal opportunity to be considered for a desired job, or (2) effective in enabling an employee to perform the **Essential Functions** of the job the employee holds or desires.

3.3.1. A **Reasonable Accommodation** may include, but is not limited to: temporary light duty; making facilities used by employees readily accessible to, and usable by, individuals with disabilities; job restructuring; part-time or modified work schedules; reassignment to a vacant position; acquisition or modification of equipment or devices; adjustment or modification of examinations, training materials or policies; the provision of qualified readers or interpreters; providing leave; additional training; modifying supervisory methods; telecommuting; and other similar accommodations for individuals with disabilities.

3.3.2. The City will engage in a timely, good faith **Interactive Process** with the applicant or employee to determine effective **Reasonable Accommodations**, if any, in response to a request for **Reasonable Accommodation** by an applicant or employee with a known or defined **Disability**.

3.3.3. For an accommodation related to access to City facilities, programs, services and activities, refer to Administrative Regulation 96.20.

3.4. **Essential Functions** - The fundamental job duties of the position the individual with a **Disability** holds or desires.

3.4.1. Factors to consider in determining **Essential Functions** may include but are not limited to:
   a. Whether the position exists to perform that function;
b. The degree of expertise or skill required to perform the function;
c. The amount of time spent performing a function; and,
d. The consequences of not requiring an employee to perform the function.

3.5. **Undue Hardship** - An individualized assessment of current circumstances that show that a specific *Reasonable Accommodation* would cause significant difficulty or expense for the City.

3.5.1. Factors to consider in determining an *Undue Hardship* include but are not limited to:
   a. The nature and cost of the accommodation needed;
   b. The overall financial resources of the department making the *Reasonable Accommodation*; the number of persons employed in this department or division; the effect on expenses and resources of the department or division;
   c. The type of operation of the department, including the structure and functions of the workforce; and
   d. The impact of the accommodation on the operation of the department or division.

3.6. **Direct Threat** - A significant risk of substantial harm to the health or safety of the individual or others that cannot be eliminated by a *Reasonable Accommodation*.

3.7. **Extenuating Circumstances** - Delaying factors that could not reasonably have been anticipated or avoided in advance of the request for accommodation.

3.8. **Interactive Process** - A timely, good faith communication with the applicant or employee to explore whether or not he or she needs *Reasonable Accommodation* to perform the *Essential Functions* of the job and, if so, how the individual can be reasonably accommodated.

4. **POLICY**

4.1. It is the policy of the City of San Diego to prohibit *Disability* discrimination in all employment practices, including job application procedures, hiring, advancement, discharge, compensation, job training and other terms, conditions and privileges of employment.

4.2. It is the City’s policy to provide *Reasonable Accommodation* for the known *Disability* of an applicant or employee unless it would impose an *Undue Hardship* to the City or result in a *Direct Threat* to the applicant, employee, or others.

4.3. It is the City’s policy to continue to informally accommodate, at Appointing Authorities’ discretion and within existing policies, the needs of City employees for a variety of
reasons, including some physical or mental limitations that may not otherwise qualify for protection under the ADA and similar laws.

4.3.1. An informal accommodation can be as a result of an industrial or non-industrial injury or illness, and may not be related to a Long Term Disability or Workers’ Compensation claim.

4.3.2. It is the Appointing Authorities’ responsibility to ensure that informal accommodations are periodically monitored and assessed.

4.3.3. The fact that an employee is informally accommodated does not necessarily establish a continuing right to that accommodation nor does it imply that the City regards that employee as being disabled as defined by the ADA or FEHA.

4.4. The City of San Diego is committed to ensuring that applicants with Disabilities have equal access to employment opportunities, and are provided necessary Reasonable Accommodations upon request, such as employment information and testing in alternative formats, qualified readers and interpreters, and assistance with completing applications.

4.5. Filing a Reasonable Accommodation Request

4.5.1. Any Qualified Individual with a Disability may request a Reasonable Accommodation, verbally or in writing. Requests for Reasonable Accommodation should be made to an employee’s immediate supervisor or department management, or through the Personnel Department for applicants.
   a. Upon request for a Reasonable Accommodation, the applicable department shall provide the employee a Reasonable Accommodation Request Form (Attachments A and B), or the employee may access the form on the City’s intranet.
   b. It is the responsibility of the employee to complete and submit the form to his or her immediate supervisor or department management.
   c. It is the responsibility of the applicant to complete and submit a Request for Special Testing Accommodation to the Personnel Department.

4.5.2. The City shall protect and maintain the privacy and confidentiality of medical information provided by, or on behalf of employees and applicants with disabilities, unless otherwise required by law.

4.5.3. Upon receipt of a completed Reasonable Accommodation Request Form, the employee’s immediate supervisor or department management shall review the request. The parties shall, in good faith, promptly engage in the Interactive Process, to determine the appropriateness of the request and select and implement a Reasonable Accommodation.
a. Include the Reasonable Accommodations Manager in all employee related Interactive Processes.

b. The determination as to whether or not an accommodation can be provided is made on a case-by-case basis. The Reasonable Accommodation Manager must sign-off on all employee related denials of a requested accommodation.

c. During the Interactive Process, the department and employee requesting an accommodation will analyze the Essential Functions of the position in question, determine how the Disability limits the performance of the Essential Functions of the position, identify accommodation options that overcome or eliminate those limitations, determine the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed accommodations, and select a suitable accommodation with consideration for the employee’s preference.

d. Although primary consideration should be given to the preferences of the employee in determining an appropriate accommodation, the City has the ultimate discretion to choose between effective accommodations, and may choose the less expensive accommodation or the accommodation that is easier for it to provide.

e. Materials, devices, and other goods or services being purchased in order to provide some form of accommodation shall follow the City’s purchasing and contracting process.

4.6. Medical Documentation

4.6.1. When the Disability and/or the need for accommodation are not obvious, the department shall ask the employee or applicant for reasonable medical documentation. Additionally, the department may request medical documentation from an employee with an obvious Disability if the employee’s restrictions related to that Disability are not obvious. If medical verification is required, the employee or applicant shall be provided a Reasonable Accommodation Medical Documentation Form (Attachment B) or Request for Special Testing Accommodations for Persons with Disabilities, respectively.

4.6.2. The employee requesting accommodation must complete and sign the Authorization for Release of Medical Information section (Attachment B, Part 1). The Job Description section (Attachment B, Part 2) is to be completed by the employee and supervisor. The employee shall have the Medical Review section (Attachment B, Part 3) completed by his or her health care provider.

4.6.3. When necessary and appropriate, the City may request a medical review by the City’s examining physician (on City time and at City expense). Departments must consult with the Reasonable Accommodations Manager prior to making this request.
4.7. Once the *Reasonable Accommodation* Request Form is received by the Department the process should be completed as soon as possible, but not to exceed 30 business days, unless the employee and the Department agree to an extension of time, or there are *Extenuating Circumstances*. Examples of *Extenuating Circumstances* may include, but are not limited to:

4.7.1. There is an outstanding initial or follow-up request for medical information, or a delay in obtaining or receiving appropriate medical information;

4.7.2. The purchase and delivery of assistive devices or accommodative equipment may cause the process to exceed 30 business days;

4.7.3. The assistive device or other accommodative equipment is out of stock, or the vendor cannot otherwise promptly supply the needed goods or services and another vendor is not immediately available; and

4.7.4. The employee may need to work with the equipment on a trial basis to ensure that it is effective before the City purchases the equipment.

4.7.5. The employee is absent from the workplace on protected leave and unable to participate in the *Interactive Process*.

4.8. The Appointing Authority responsible for processing *Reasonable Accommodation* requests shall authorize the accommodation and give final approval for the accommodation. However, if the request for accommodation is denied or if any of the following apply, the request shall be forwarded to the *Reasonable Accommodations* Manager for review and approval:

4.8.1. The cost exceeds $500.00;

4.8.2. The accommodation places an *Undue Hardship* on the City;

4.8.3. The accommodation directly affects other workers negatively;

4.8.4. There is a *Direct Threat* issue;

4.8.5. There is a conflict with the applicable MOU, Civil Service Rules or Personnel Regulations;

4.8.6. A modification to the duties could change the classification of the requestor’s position;

4.8.7. The accommodation involves moving the employee to another position;
4.8.8. Questions remain regarding the medical necessity of the accommodation; and,

4.8.9. The employee does not authorize the supervisor or department manager to receive applicable medical documentation.

4.9. Upon final approval, the Department/Division Head or designee shall notify the employee or applicant of the final determination and shall make the necessary implementation arrangements for any accommodations to be provided.

4.10. If the employee cannot be accommodated in his or her current position, and the denial is approved by the Reasonable Accommodations Manager, Interactive Process should continue consistent with the following steps:

4.10.1. The Reasonable Accommodations Manager will notify the Personnel Department that the employee should be placed on the Reasonable Accommodations Transfer List for 90 calendar days.

4.10.2. Determining Eligibility – The Personnel Department will schedule a meeting with the employee to determine which classifications the employee is eligible; eligibility is based on a review of the employee’s knowledge, skills, abilities and experience respective of the minimum qualifications of any classification of interest that meets the Personnel Department’s transfer requirements [Personnel Manual Index E-7 (III)(B)(1) and (2)]. Following their meeting with the employee, the Personnel Department will issue a Reasonable Accommodation Transfer List to the employee and Reasonable Accommodations Manager for the purpose of initiating a citywide search for qualifying classifications.

4.10.3. Reasonable Accommodation Transfer – The Reasonable Accommodations Manager will look citywide in an effort to find a vacancy that can accommodate the employee with or without a Reasonable Accommodation. Only vacant positions within classifications for which the employee is eligible will be considered for Reasonable Accommodation Transfer (i.e., reassignment into the vacancy). At the commencement of the search, the employee’s current department shall search for transfer opportunities within the department, while the Reasonable Accommodation Manager explores transfer opportunities in other departments. If all efforts to reassign the employee within their original department fail, then the department will notify the Reasonable Accommodations Manager.

4.10.4. Reassignment – Any reassignment must meet the provisions for transfer procedures specific to a Reasonable Accommodation Transfer, including, the:

a. classification satisfies requirements for transfer under Personnel Manual E-7 as stated above;

b. employee meets the minimum qualifications for the classification based on
their review with Personnel;

c. vacancies exist within the applicable classification(s); and

d. employee can perform the Essential Functions of the new position with or without accommodation.

Assuming the provisions of the transfer procedures are met, the Reasonable Accommodation Manager has final authority to reassign an employee to a vacancy.

4.10.5. It is not a Reasonable Accommodation for an employee to remain on the Reasonable Accommodation Transfer List indefinitely. Employees may remain on the Reasonable Accommodation Transfer List for 90 calendar days plus any amount of additional time necessary to exhaust all avenues of potential reassignment within the City.

a. After the 90 day transfer period expires and it is determined that there are no positions available that the employee can perform the Essential Functions of with or without Reasonable Accommodation, the employee can consider other options such as Disability Retirement (if qualified), resignation, or request a Special Leave Without Pay from the Civil Service Commission. If the employee does not exercise any of these options, the employee may be separated from the City.

4.11. A copy of all completed Reasonable Accommodation Materials (Attachment A – Reasonable Accommodation Request Form, and Attachment B – Reasonable Accommodation Medical Documentation Form if applicable, or Request for Special Testing Accommodations for Persons with Disabilities) shall be sent to the Human Resources Department’s Reasonable Accommodations Manager, and to the Personnel Department’s Medical Program Administrator.

4.12. All documents relating to an employee’s request for Reasonable Accommodation, including medical information, Reasonable Accommodation Request Forms and Medical Review Forms, shall be maintained by the Department/Division Head in a confidential, secure medical file that is separate from the requestor’s personnel file. Applicant’s requests for Special Testing Accommodations are maintained in a secure file by the Personnel Department.

4.13. If there is a delay in providing an accommodation which has been approved, temporary measures which may assist the employee must be investigated. The temporary measures may include providing an alternate accommodation on a temporary basis.

4.14. If the employee’s limitations change or if the employee changes positions within the City, another Reasonable Accommodations process may take place. Accommodations can be reevaluated as positions, roles, duties and/or restrictions change.
4.15. The Human Resources Department, *Reasonable Accommodations* Manager, the City Attorney’s Office and the Personnel Department are available as resources to departments in the application and implementation of this Administrative Regulation.

4.16. Reporting a Violation

4.16.1. If, at the end of the process, the employee or applicant believes that he or she has not been properly accommodated or believes he or she is being discriminated against based on *Disability*, the employee should be referred to the City’s Equal Employment Investigations Office (EEIO) at (619) 236-7133 for a description of his or her rights under the ADA, FEHA and City policies, as well as procedures for filing complaints of discrimination with EEIO, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH).

4.16.2. In addition, any employee or applicant who feels this Regulation is being violated may bring the matter to the attention of any of the individuals or offices listed below:
   a. Department Director or other department Appointing Authority
   b. Any supervisor (it is not necessary to follow the chain of command)
   c. Human Resources Department, *Reasonable Accommodations* Manager (619-236-5521)

4.16.3. The employee or applicant may choose to file a complaint directly with the following external agencies (due to filing time limits, to protect legal rights it is always best to contact external agencies promptly when discrimination is suspected):
   a. State of California Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) (800) 884-1684 or TDD (800) 700-2320
   b. Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) (800) 669-4000 or TTY (800) 669-6820

4.17. Funding/Purchases for Employee Accommodations

4.17.1. Funding Source
   a. Specific funding for accommodations will be the responsibility of each department.
   b. Other sources of funding may also be investigated. These include, but are not limited to, Worker’s Compensation and the California Department of Rehabilitation.

4.17.2. Purpose and Use of Funding
   a. Items purchased with City funding should not be used in any way to support non job-related activities.
b. City funding will not be used to purchase equipment, devices or other items for the personal use of employees, such as walking canes, hearing aids, and glasses.

c. Costs of equipment, supplies, materials, furniture, maintenance work, and/or monthly rental fees will be the responsibility of the department receiving the goods and services.

d. All requests will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis and must not cause an Undue Hardship for the City.

4.17.3. Property/Ownership of Equipment

a. All items purchased are the property of the City, and are assigned to the employee who is being accommodated.

b. In the event that an employee is promoted, transferred, or in any way assumes new job assignments or responsibilities within the City, the assigned equipment, furniture, or other items purchased on behalf of that employee may continue to be used by that employee as long as the need for the Disability-related accommodation remains.

c. In the event that the employee no longer needs the assigned equipment, furniture or other items or leaves City service, the department must notify the Human Resources Department’s Reasonable Accommodations Manager. The Human Resources Department Reasonable Accommodations Manager may coordinate the provision of the assigned equipment, furniture or other items as an accommodation to an employee working in any City department.

5. RESPONSIBILITY

5.1. City of San Diego

5.1.1. The City will ensure that individuals with disabilities are treated equally in all aspects of the employment process, including recruitment, hiring, testing, promotions, training, compensation, benefits, discipline, layoffs, termination, and other terms, conditions, and privileges of employment.

5.1.2. Recruitment information must contain a statement that the City does not discriminate on the basis of Disability. The Personnel Manual contains specific policies and procedures related to issues of non-discrimination in City employment.

5.2. Equal Employment Investigations Office

5.2.1. The Equal Employment Investigations Office (EEIO), in accordance with the provisions of the Personnel Manual Section K-2, is responsible for reviewing and investigating complaints of Disability discrimination filed with that office.
5.3. Human Resources Department

5.3.1. The Human Resources Department’s *Reasonable Accommodations* Manager shall be the primary contact for appointing authorities and employees who seek assistance in reviewing *Reasonable Accommodations* issues and developing recommendations for practical responses.

5.3.2. The *Reasonable Accommodations* Manager shall review and approve all denials of requests for accommodations before the denial is communicated to the employee.

5.4. Applicants

5.4.1. Applicant requests for accommodation are initiated through the Personnel Department via a Request for Special Testing Accommodations for Persons with Disabilities.

5.5. Employees

5.5.1. Any *Qualified Individual with a Disability* may request a *Reasonable Accommodation*, verbally or in writing. Requests for *Reasonable Accommodation* should be made to an employee’s immediate supervisor or department management, or through the Personnel Department for applicants.

5.6. Office of the City Attorney

5.6.1. The City Attorney’s Office is available as a resource for appointing authorities and Departments who seek assistance in the interpretation and application of this Administrative Regulation.

5.7. Personnel Department

5.7.1. The Personnel Department will be responsible processing any applicant’s requests for accommodations as initiated through a Request for Special Testing Accommodations for Persons with Disabilities.
   a. Following a request from an applicant, the Personnel Department will evaluate the request and, if approved, *Reasonable Accommodation* will be provided.
   b. For questions regarding requests for special testing accommodations, call the Testing Office at (619) 236-6358, Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

5.7.2. The Personnel Department will be responsible for meeting with any employee seeking a transfer as a form of accommodation to determine classification
eligibility based on a review of the employee’s knowledge, skills, abilities and experience respective of the minimum qualifications of any classification of interest that meets the Personnel Department’s transfer requirements [Personnel Manual Index E-7 (III)(B)(1) and (2)].

a. Following their meeting with the employee, the Personnel Department will issue a Reasonable Accommodation Transfer List to the employee and Reasonable Accommodations Manager for the purpose of initiating a citywide search for qualifying classifications.

5.8. Department Directors

5.8.1. Department Directors or their designated representative(s) will be responsible for ensuring that the requirements stated in this Regulation are carried out for all aspects of employment.

5.8.2. It is the responsibility of each department to provide a work place that is free of discrimination against applicants and employees with disabilities.

APPENDIX

Legal References

42 U.S.C. §§12101 et seq.
Cal. Gov’t Code §§ 12900 et seq.
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Employment Policy for Individuals with Disabilities: Employment

Administrating Department

Human Resources Department
Personnel Department
NOTE: Information provided on this form is strictly confidential and should be used only for purposes of evaluating the employee’s request for reasonable accommodation.

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Employee completes the Reasonable Accommodation Request Form (Attachment A), the Reasonable Accommodation Medical Documentation Form (Attachment B), and turns the forms in to their immediate supervisor. The Reasonable Accommodation Medical Documentation Form (Attachment B) is needed in most situations, including when the disability and/or the need for accommodation are not obvious. The Reasonable Accommodation Medical Documentation Form (Attachment B) consists of the Authorization for Release of Medical Information (Part 1) to be completed by the employee, the Job Description (Part 2) to be completed by the employee and supervisor, and the Medical Review (Part 3), to be completed by the employee’s health care provider. The employee must provide all pages of Attachment B to his/her health care provider, who completes the Medical Review (Part 3). The forms shall be returned to the supervisor who will schedule the interactive process.

2. Supervisor reviews the request and engages in the interactive, good faith process with the employee and Reasonable Accommodations Manager. Notify the Human Resources Department, Reasonable Accommodations Manager, of the request for a reasonable accommodation and the initiation of the interactive process via HumanResourcesRA@sandiego.gov.

3. The supervisor memorializes the interactive process and may recommend approval or denial of the accommodation by completing the Reasonable Accommodations Worksheet. The Department shall complete the Reasonable Accommodations Worksheet, review and sign with the employee, presented to the Appointing Authority for review and signature, with final determination by the Human Resources Department, Reasonable Accommodations Manager. If applicable, the Department shall implement the approved accommodations. If the Appointing Authority and/or Reasonable Accommodation Manager do not approve of the request, justification will be presented to the requestor in order to consider if additional medical documentation is necessary to consider the initial request further, or if alternative accommodations can be considered, including but not limited to a Reasonable Accommodation Transfer.

4. In many cases the Appointing Authority may approve and authorize the supervisor to provide the accommodation by following the procedures set forth above. However, if the request for accommodation is denied or if any of the following apply, the completed Reasonable Accommodations Worksheet shall be forwarded to the Reasonable Accommodations Manager (HumanResourcesRA@sandiego.gov) who shall review the request:
   - The cost exceeds $500.00
   - The accommodation places an undue hardship on the City
   - The accommodation directly affects other workers negatively
   - There is a direct threat issue
   - There is a conflict with the applicable MOU, Civil Service Rules or Personnel Regulations
   - A modification to the duties could change the appropriate classification of the requestor’s position
   - The accommodation involves moving the employee to another position
   - Questions remain regarding the medical necessity of the accommodation
   - The employee does not authorize his/her supervisor or manager to receive applicable medical documentation.

5. The completed forms are to be maintained by the department in a confidential, secure medical file that is separate from the requestor’s personnel file. A copy of all forms shall be sent to the Human Resources Department’s Reasonable Accommodations Manager (HumanResourcesRA@sandiego.gov) and to the Personnel Department’s Medical Program Administrator.

6. This process should be revisited if the employee’s limitations change or if he/she changes positions.

Questions regarding the use of these forms should be addressed to: The City of San Diego Human Resources Department, Reasonable Accommodations Manager at HumanResourcesRA@sandiego.gov.
The City of San Diego

REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

EMPLOYEE REQUEST (to be completed by employee)

Employee: ______________________________ Classification: ______________________________
Phone: _________________________________ Department: ______________________________
Supervisor: _____________________________ Classification: ______________________________
Phone: _________________________________ Fax: _____________________ MS:_____________

1. Do you have a disability that limits a major life activity, which requires a reasonable accommodation to enable you to perform the essential functions of your position or to enjoy equal benefits/privileges of employment?  □ Yes  □ No  If yes, what is/are the specific limitation(s)? (Do not provide medical diagnosis or medical condition)

If your limitations are temporary, please indicate anticipated duration: ______________________

2. What, if any, job function(s) are you having difficulty performing, or what benefit/privilege of employment are you having difficulty accessing because of your disability?

3. Describe how your condition limits your ability to safely and effectively perform the essential or primary job functions indicated above:

4. What accommodation are you requesting? Be as specific as possible. If equipment is requested, please specify brand, model number and vendor, if known:
5. How will this accommodation assist you in performing the essential functions of the position or in accessing a benefit/privilege of employment?

6. Have you had any accommodations in the past for the same limitation?  
   □ Yes  □ No
   If yes, what were the accommodations and how effective were they?

7. Please provide any additional information that might be useful in processing your request:

   Employee Certification
   I certify that I have a disability that requires reasonable accommodation, which will be met by providing the accommodations described above. I understand that if my request is granted, I am obligated to report any changes in my disability status which may require a re-evaluation of this request. Granting of this request does not signify approval of any future reasonable accommodation request for any other position within this Department or any other Department within the City. I understand if I provide insufficient documentation related to the request for reasonable medical documentation, the City may, at its own cost, refer me to an appropriate health care provider of the City’s choice for the purpose of determining any functional limitations that may require reasonable accommodation. I certify that the information provided above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

   Employee’s Signature   Date
PART 1

AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION
(to be completed by employee)

Employee Name: ____________________________________________

I authorize the release of medical information pertinent to my request for reasonable accommodation to the City of San Diego. This authorization is limited to the details provided below.

1. Name, address, and phone number of health care provider authorized to release information:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

2. This information will only be released to those persons who have a business need to know in order to evaluate my request for reasonable accommodations.

3. This information shall be used solely for the purpose of determining a reasonable accommodation for my disability.

This authorization shall remain valid during the duration of my employment, or less if revoked by me in writing to the City of San Diego. Such revocation shall take effect upon receipt of such revocation.

I understand that I have the right to receive a copy of this Authorization upon request.

Employee’s Signature: _____________________________ Date: __________________________

WITHIN 15 CALENDAR DAYS, PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORMS (PARTS 1 - 3) MARKED ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ TO:

City of San Diego___________________________________________

1200 3rd. Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101____________________
PART 2

JOB DESCRIPTION
(to be completed by supervisor and employee)

Employee: ______________________________ Classification: ______________________________

Phone: _________________________________ Department: ______________________________

Supervisor: _____________________________ Classification: ______________________________

Phone: _________________________________ Fax: _____________________ MS:_____________

1. Describe below the essential functions of the employee’s specific position (the Job Analysis Form, Job Bulletin or Class Specification may also be attached):

I certify that the information above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

____________________________________________ ________________________
Supervisor’s Signature      Date

____________________________________________ ________________________
Employee’s Signature       Date
The City of San Diego
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION MEDICAL DOCUMENTATION FORM

PART 3

MEDICAL REVIEW
(to be completed by employee’s health care provider)

Your patient/City employee, _____________________________________, has made a Request for Reasonable Accommodation. In order to process this request, the City of San Diego needs your assistance. The information requested below is confidential and will only be used to determine the reasonable accommodations necessary to accommodate any identified and verified limitations of the employee.

Please refer to the employee’s Authorization for Release of Medical Information (page 1 of 5) and Job Description Form (page 2 of 5) prior to completing this form. Please attach additional pages as needed.

NOTE: The Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008 (GINA) prohibits employers and other entities covered by GINA Title II from requesting or requiring genetic information of an individual or family member of the individual, except as specifically allowed by this law. To comply with this law, we are asking that you not provide any genetic information when responding to this request for medical information. “Genetic information” as defined by GINA, includes an individual's family medical history, the results of an individual's or family member's genetic tests, the fact that an individual or an individual’s family member sought or received genetic services, and genetic information of a fetus carried by an individual or an individual's family member or an embryo lawfully held by an individual or family member receiving assistive reproductive services.

DEFINITIONS: Under the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, a disability is broadly construed and includes the following definitions: (1) “Mental Disability” includes, but is not limited to, having any mental or psychological disorder or condition that limits a major life activity; (2) “Physical Disability” includes, but is not limited to, having any anatomical loss, cosmetic disfigurement, physiological disease, disorder or condition that does both of the following: (a) affects one or more of the following body systems: neurological; immunological; musculoskeletal; special sense organs; respiratory, including speech organs; cardiovascular; reproductive; digestive; genitourinary; hemic and lymphatic; circulatory; skin; and endocrine; and (b) limits a major life activity; (3) a “special education disability” requires or has required in the past special education or related services; (4) “Medical Condition” means (a) any cancer-related physical or mental health impairment from a diagnosis, record or history of cancer; or (b) a genetic characteristic. Disabilities do not include compulsive gambling, kleptomania, pyromania, or psychoactive substance use disorders resulting from the current unlawful use of controlled substances or other drugs, certain sexual disorders, and conditions that are mild, which do not limit a major life activity and have little to no residual effects, such as the common cold; seasonal or common flu; minor cuts, sprains, muscle aches, soreness, bruises, or abrasions; non-migraine headaches, and minor and non-chronic gastrointestinal disorders.
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Please take the above definitions into consideration when answering the following questions with respect to the employee’s request for reasonable accommodation. Please note that you are not required to disclose the nature of the employee’s disability, its underlying medical cause, or any other information or documentation unrelated to the Request for Reasonable Accommodation.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.

PART 3

MEDICAL REVIEW (Cont’d)
(to be completed by employee’s health care provider)

1) Does the individual have a disability that requires a reasonable accommodation to perform the essential functions of the position or to access a benefit/privilege of employment?  □ Yes  □ No

   If yes, what are the specific limitations?

2) Please specify the specific job function(s) or benefit/privilege of employment the employee is having trouble performing or accessing because of the limitation.

3) If the limitations are temporary, please indicate anticipated duration: ____________________________
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PART 3

MEDICAL REVIEW (Cont’d)
(to be completed by employee’s health care provider)

4) Can the employee perform the essential job functions without posing a safety risk to the employee or others, with or without a reasonable accommodation? □ Yes □ No

If no, please explain:

5) What accommodation(s), if any, would you recommend that could assist the employee in performing the essential functions of his or her job or accessing a benefit/privilege of employment?

6) Please provide any additional information that might be useful in processing this request.

Health Care Provider Certification

I understand that I am providing this information to assist the City of San Diego in providing reasonable accommodation for my patient, __________________________. I certify that the information I am providing is true and correct and accurately reflects my medical assessment and opinion concerning this patient.

Health Care Provider’s Name/Title (Please Print): ____________________________________________
Type of Practice: __________________________ Phone __________________________
Office Address: _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care Provider’s Signature __________________________________________ Date __________